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Flickr login via facebook

This thread was automatically closed because no responses have been received in the last month. Feed – Subscribe to help chat threads Facebook, a popular social networking website, can access photo streams from Yahoo's Flickr, a photo-sharing site. You can share individual Flickr photos on your Facebook account to update your newsfeed, and you can automatically share new photos you upload to
flickr on Facebook. If you no longer need an Flickr license, or want to tighten security around your privacy, unlink Facebook from the photo-sharing site. You can't unlink it from Facebook; you need to sign in to Flickr and use its Share and Expand page. This thread was automatically closed because no responses have been received in the last month. Look in the Help Forum that I signed in to fb, and now
that I'm trying, you've found out, that flickr has stopped this login process, information states make an account with Yahoo and it would connect fb to fickr and I have the same flickr account, so I made a new account and have nothing,but I don't know what id is to my original account,just that it was via fb, and know that it's the email address needed to sign in to fb,can anyone tell me if my id would be an
email boost? and should I make a new password? I can access the original flickrin via a photo I shared on fb, but I can't access it, pls help Posted at 1.44pm, December 27, 2014 PST (permalink) Staff can reunite you, go here: io.help.yahoo.com/contact/index?page=contact&amp;locale=e... Follow the red arrows in the screenshot, click the mail icon in section 3: If you are looking for your old account, and if
that is this, include the link in the help case. You need to provide sufficient evidence for the staff to hand over the account to you, so be sure to provide all the inside information you remember. www.flickr.com/photos/101554747@N08/ . Published 73 months ago. Thank you mabel, not this is a different account,that I thought I'd be in touch with the original posted 73 months ago. This is the second account I
referred to? www.flickr.com/photos/101554747@N08/ . Published 73 months ago. Not this is the new account I'm now mabel on, I can't access my original account by logging in fb Posted 73 months ago. (permalink ) bootleyob: ,I can't access my original account by logging in fb Ok. Scroll UP and see my first answer to you, follow the instructions given there to restore access to your old account. . Published
73 months ago. Ok try it thank you, do you think it's best to sign out as my new account to do it? Published 73 months ago. Bootleyob: No, stay signed in to your new account. . Published 73 months ago. No, no, no. MabelAmber® ***Pluto5339*** Queen of Street Pictures: ok thank you for your help, fingers crossed Sent for 73 months No, no, no. MabelAmber® MabelAmber® Queen of Streetshots: thank
you for assisting Marbel, I emailed them and now I'm back to my original account. all the best new yr xx Posted 73 months ago. No, no, no. Bootle yob: Good to hear that you're back in --- thank you for reporting - happy New Year :). Published 73 months ago. No, no, no. This thread was automatically closed because no responses have been received in the last month. Input – Subscribe to threads with
Flickr to upload images, join groups, and organize photos into albums and series. The site uses the Yahoo! Updates tool, which allows you to link your Facebook account to your Flickr profile. Linking profiles lets you post photos to both Flickr and Facebook at the same time, and post your Facebook wall posts to your Yahoo! Updates page. If you don't want Facebook posts to appear in Yahoo! updates, turn
off this feature when you link your account. As we continue our entire review, we've analyzed how the Zeiss ZX1 stacks up in front of our usual studio test scene. See for yourself how it works. Fujifilm's latest X-S10 is a comfortable mirrorless camera with some of the company's best technicians packed inside it, and it doesn't cost the earth. We think it could be great for all kinds of photographers – read
more about our full review. The Nikon Z6 II is based on the well-rounded still and video features of its predecessor, with the addition of two processors, two slots and the ability to add a full battery handle. It's a subtle evolution, but enough to keep the $2,000 Z model competitive. SL2-S marks Leica's entry into the still/video hybrid market. At this point, it is a very much cheaper SL2, although its future looks
bright, as you learned in our original review. As a neat little diffuuser with a huge impact on the quality of light in a hot-shoestle flash unit, the Hähnel lantern creates a dramatically wide spread of soft lighting. Last October, we introduced the ability to create an account in Flickr using Google ID to make it even easier for users to join Flickr and share photos with people important to them. We launched
Google as our first partner and promised even more improvements. Today we welcome our newest partner and are pleased to announce that you can now log in to Flickr on your Facebook account as well! And that's not all! We're also introducing a few new improvements that make it easier for all our members to sign in to Flickr. Users can now set up sign-in for their existing Flickr accounts, either through
Google or Facebook, in addition to their Yahoo!ID. Finally, members who use Facebook or Google as their login id can now also start sharing their public photo uploads to Facebook. Go to your account settings page to set it up now! For more information, see our FAQ. As always, we hope that you will share in our forum or you will tell us about the mistakes you have encountered! Errors! now, its visitors
can quickly sign in or create an account on the popular Yahoo! owned photo sharing site with their Facebook account. Yahoo! became an OpenID trusted partner earlier this week, and now appears to be bringing reduced friction to the new user's flight. Since Flickr users can instantly share their links for public photo uploads to Facebook, Flickr may see more referral traffic. However, Flickr may also
experience reduced direct visits as users don't have to check the site to see if friends have added new photos. Once users have created a Flicker account with their Facebook credentials, they can use their Flickr account settings to connect the two accounts through Yahoo! Updates. This allows users to automatically share their Flickr activities to their Facebook feed and use their Facebook profile picture
as their Yahoo! public image. Photos uploaded to Flickr don't seem to sync to Facebook yet, so it's unclear how they appear in newsfeeds or user photo albums. Feed stories may look similar to the images posted to Facebook by flickr's sync feature in June. The ability to upload Flickr photos simultaneously to your Facebook Photos album, not only to share a story about the upload, would be a much more
useful tool, but also one that would eliminate much of the need to browse flickr at all. Facebook is the world's most popular photo-sharing site thanks to its friend's tagging feature. Still, many professional photographers wanted to use Flickr to show their work as it allowed high-resolution downloads, while Facebook didn't - only recently. To win over the serious photographer, Facebook dramatically revamped
its photo product in September by adding high res download, bulk check and light box viewing mode. It has since premiered in new technologies such as facial recognition and drag-and-drop photo and album re-submission proposals. When Facebook announces these new features, Flickr strengthens its connection to the social network and photography becomes more about sharing with friends than
hoarding one memory, Flickr may have trouble proving its added value. Update: The feature now appears to be working. It took eight hours for a newsfeed story about my photos to be posted on Flickr yesterday on Facebook, but now the delay is only a few minutes. The feed story shows a thumbnail of one uploaded photo with a See More link that reveals thumbnails of additional images. When users click
on a thumbnail or Visit Flickr action link, users are brought to the downloader's Flickr Photostream.Since photos don't appear from a user's Facebook albums and can't be viewed on Facebook, integration shouldn't be seen as a win for Facebook photos from Flickr. Popular this week's upcoming webinars
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